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Standards Mastery through Critical Thinking
Help Students Rise to the Challenge
Activities to engage and accommodate all learners
Critical thinking integrated into every activity
Varied assessment items and question formats

New

Robust Instructional Management Platform
designed to support data-informed instruction and
promote student mastery of content

8
LEVEL

SAMPLE
2020–21 SY

ThinkUp! ELA introduces the focus CCSS and the
9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ that support students as
they learn, practice, and master CCSS concepts.

Traits

of Critical
Thinking

We are pleased to introduce ThinkUp! ELA Teacher and Student Editions.
We have developed this product to support your instruction of the ELA CCSS.
This sample version offers you a review of the content to develop
an understanding of what our resource provides for you and your students.
A
 ssures that 100% of the CCSS for ELA are
addressed with evidence-based strategies that
help teachers scaffold high-quality instruction.
Includes activities that stimulate critical thinking
as evidenced by Depth of Knowledge and
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy coding.
O
 ffers literary texts as well as informational
texts that promote cross-curricular connections
across content areas.
P
 rovides recursive practice for reading and
language standards as well as composition
practice.

Call us at 844-452-4341 to implement ThinkUp! in your classroom.
Learn more at mentoringminds.com/think-up.

O
 ffers units that are organized by focus CCSS
with explanations of the standards to support
planning and instruction and to align with your
ELA scope and sequence.
D
 igital-only and Bundle purchases include
access to our new comprehensive K–12 platform
that addresses every step in the learning
journey—bringing the ThinkUp! Standards
Mastery System fully into the digital realm and
weaving the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ into
every aspect of instruction.
This sample contains the following
content from ThinkUp! ELA, Level 8:
Table of Contents Teacher Edition
Unit 19 Teacher Edition
Unit 19 Student Edition
The final content may contain slight changes or revisions
that are not yet reflected in this sample version.

TEACHER EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Unit 17

Jason Baldes: Shoshone Buffalo Representative and Preserve the Language, Preserve the People

155
CCSS Focus RI.8.5 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text..................................................
Unit 18

The Last Leaf

164
CCSS Focus RL.8.7 LITERATURE: Drama............................................................................................................................
Unit 19

The Golden Touch and All That Glitters

173
CCSS Focus RL.8.9 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Myth/Realistic Fiction...................................................................................

Table of Contents

Unit 20

Earth Day and Take Pride in America

183
CCSS Focus RI.8.7 INFORMATIONAL/LITERATURE: Informational Text/Poem.........................................................................

Find Unit Pre-Assessments at www.mentoringminds.com/support.

Teacher Resources
Unit 1

Get Ready, Get Set . . . Imagine?

194
CCSS Frequency Chart ......................................................................................................................................................

1
CCSS Focus RI.8.4, L.8.4 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................
Skill-Based Literature
Unit 2

The Eyes Have It
12
CCSS Focus RL.8.2 LITERATURE: Science Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 3

210
......................................................................................................................................................

223
Glossary ......................................................................................................................................................

Jack Cloud and Chess Everything
21
CCSS Focus RL.8.5 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Realistic Fiction/Realistic Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 4

To Win a Treasure
31
CCSS Focus RL.8.3 LITERATURE: Fantasy......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 5

Furry Friends Home Alone and Have Pet Owners Gone Too Far?
40
CCSS Focus RI.8.6 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Argument......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 6

The Secret of the Magic Drum
50
CCSS Focus RL.8.3 LITERATURE: Drama......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 7

Dog Insistence and Say What?
60
CCSS Focus RL.8.6 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Humorous Story/Humorous Story......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 8

Baile Folklórico
69
CCSS Focus RI.8.3 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 9

Around the World in 80 Days
78
CCSS Focus L.8.5 LITERATURE: Adventure Story......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 10

Welcome to Bollywood!
88
CCSS Focus RI.8.1 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 11

The Tunguska Impact and Tunguska Revisited
97
CCSS Focus RI.8.9 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 12

Scraps
107
CCSS Focus RL.8.4 LITERATURE: Historical Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 13

Thirst and Thirst for Knowledge
117
CCSS Focus RL.8.5 LITERATURE/LITERATURE Poem/Poem......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 14

Kindertransport and The Secret Life of Nicholas Winton
128
CCSS Focus RI.8.2 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 15

A Mysterious Case
137
CCSS Focus RL.8.1 LITERATURE: Mystery......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 16

Don’t Be Them—Be You!
146
CCSS Focus RI.8.8 INFORMATIONAL: Argument......................................................................................................................................................

TEACHER EDITION

UNIT 19
Clarifying the Standard
Review the following information to clarify the CCSS before planning instruction.
FOCUS STANDARD

RL.8.9 Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes, patterns of events, or character types from myths,
traditional stories, or religious works such as the Bible, including describing how the material is rendered new.

Authors of modern works of fiction often draw on material from literature from the past, such as myths, traditional stories, or
religious works.

•
•

Myths are fictional stories that communicate a culture’s beliefs, traditions, or values and attempt to explain a natural
phenomenon or why people behave as they do.
Traditional stories, such as a folktales and fables, are stories that have been handed down from one generation to the next and
often contain lessons or messages.

•

Religious works, such as the Bible, are collections of the sacred texts or scriptures of a particular faith.

Authors often intentionally draw from these works. For example, an author might write a modern-day retelling or adaptation of
Romeo and Juliet that includes contemporary characters and settings. Sometimes, authors might reference traditional works less
explicitly or even unintentionally. For example, a story about a character who exhibits great patience might remind some readers
of Job in the Bible. The more students read and are exposed to a wide variety of literature, the more they will recognize themes,
patterns of events, and character types inspired by traditional literature.
This chart shows themes, patterns of events, and character types that students might encounter in modern works of fiction.
Themes

Patterns of Events

Character Types

It is important to use one’s

rags to riches: a poor character becomes

ruler: exerts control over other

intelligence as well as one’s

wealthy

characters or systems

Family and friends will support you

quest: a character goes on a journey to

caregiver: protects others from harm

during difficult times.

achieve a goal or solve a problem

Be true to yourself.

coming of age: a character moves from

mentor: helps a character overcome

childhood to adulthood

boundaries or shortcomings

two rivals: two characters work against one

rebel: fights or revolts against another

another in competition for the same goal

character or organization

strength.

Life decisions can be difficult.

Guide students to think about the following questions as they analyze how modern fiction draws on themes, patterns of events, or
character types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works and as they describe how the material is rendered new.
1. Who are the characters in the text?
2. What are the characters like?
3. What character types are evident?
4. What are the important events in the text?
5. What patterns of events are evident?
6. What is the theme of the text?
7. How is this theme similar to other texts you have read?
8. How does the author draw from other literary texts you have read?
9. How does the author convey the themes, patterns of events, or character types in new ways?
Illegal to Copy
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Unit 19

Pre-Assessment

15 min.

Unit 19

Assign the Pre-Assessment for Unit 19. Using the Think Aloud strategy, guide students in an item-specific discussion, considering
correct/incorrect responses and addressing misconceptions and common errors. Use the information to plan instruction.

Standard Learning Target (student edition page 320)

STANDARD LEARNING TARGET

5 min.

Post and discuss the CCSS Learning Target so that students have a clear understanding of the intended outcome of the unit.

I will analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes, patterns of events, or character
types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works such as the Bible, including describing
how the material is rendered new.

I will analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes, patterns of events, or character types from myths, traditional
stories, or religious works such as the Bible, including describing how the material is rendered new.

Critical Thinking Traits Formative Assessment (student edition page 320)

10 min.

Read each trait statement and ask students to provide examples of experiences and situations in which they have used the
traits. Assess student understanding of each trait using the prompt and the suggested responses.

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™

Link: I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.

Link: I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.

When you link, you read myths, traditional stories, or religious works and analyze how modern works of fiction
draw on these works.

When you link you read myths, traditional stories, or religious works and analyze how modern
works of fiction draw on these works.

How might identifying details about themes, patterns of events, or character types from myths, traditional
stories, or religious works help you make connections to modern works of fiction?

How might identifying details about themes, patterns of events, or character types from myths,
traditional stories, or religious works help you make connections to modern works of fiction?

Student responses might include: Identifying details about themes, patterns of events, and character types from
myths, traditional stories, or religious works helps me describe how these elements are portrayed in modern
works of fiction and allows me to determine similarities and differences between the modern works and the
works on which they are based.

Strive: I use effort and determination to focus on challenging tasks.
When you strive, you work to analyze how modern works of fiction draw on elements from myths, traditional
stories, or religious works.

Strive: I use effort and determination to focus on challenging tasks.
When you strive, you work to analyze how modern works of fiction draw on elements from myths,
traditional stories, or religious works.

How might you remain focused as you strive to analyze how modern works of fiction draw on elements from
myths, traditional stories, or religious works and render them new?

How might you remain focused as you strive to analyze how modern works of fiction draw on
elements from myths, traditional stories, or religious works and render them new?

Student responses might include: I create a list of steps in order to remain focused as I analyze how modern
works of fiction draw on elements from myths, traditional stories, or religious works: 1. Identify the themes,
patterns of events, and character types in modern works of fiction. 2. Consider prior knowledge of myths,
traditional stories, or religious works. 3. Determine how the modern works of fiction draw on themes, patterns of
events, and character types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works.

Create: I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.

Create: I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.

Collaborate: I work with others to achieve better outcomes.

Collaborate: I work with others to achieve better outcomes.
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UNIT 19
Guided Instruction (student edition pages 321-324)

45 min.

Read aloud the Reader Tips. Emphasize the bold words and have students use the ThinkUp! ELA Student Edition Glossary to locate
meanings of the words. Ask students to read glossary definitions. Discuss and provide examples of the words.
analyze – to learn the nature and relationship of the parts of something by a close and careful examination
character type – a class or category of characters in literature that is characterized by particular traits that have come to be
expected by readers or viewers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

describe – to tell or to write about using sensory details that allow the reader to visualize the topic
fiction – narrative text that is imagined and not based on facts
material – information or ideas used to create another work
modern work – a text written during the present time
myth – a traditional or sacred story written for the purpose of explaining a belief, a natural happening, or human behavior
pattern of events – the order of actions in a text
religious work – a text that relates to the beliefs or observances of a particular faith
render – to cause to be
theme – the central or universal idea of a literary text; the lesson to be gleaned from a literary text
traditional story – a narrative passed orally from one generation to the next (e.g., folktale, fairy tale, legend, tall tale)

Read aloud the text “The Promised Land” as follows:
Before reading, ask students: How might an author render elements of a myth, traditional story, or religious work into a
modern version of the text?

•
•

Authors of modern works of fiction often transform myths, traditional stories, or religious works to tell
contemporary versions of the stories. They use these types of traditional literature to communicate themes,
patterns of events, or character types that they believe modern-day readers will connect with and relate to.
Authors who draw on traditional literature expect that readers will have some familiarity with the works they
borrow from. Consider these examples.

• In the traditional fairy tale Cinderella, one of the character types is the wicked stepmother. This

draw on – to make use of; to be inspired by

Model Reading and Thinking
•

Unit 19

Reader Tips

Review Reader Tips

•
•

Name: _________________________________

During reading, stop to ask students: What theme, pattern of events, or character type do you notice in this text?
After reading, ask students: How is the theme, pattern of events, or character type of this text similar to the religious work you

character type will appear again and again in stories and novels that readers will encounter. By using
a recognizable character type, authors know that readers will not require background information or
fully detailed descriptions to make connections to the characteristics and actions of the wicked
stepmother character type.
• The modern-day Percy Jackson series by Rick Riordan draws on mythological characters and
patterns of events as the main character, Percy, faces a variety of adventures and quests. Readers
familiar with mythology will easily connect to the books because they will recognize the patterns of
events and characters.
• The fable “The Tortoise and the Hare” develops the theme that slow and steady wins the race. The
“David and Goliath” story from the Bible develops the themes that good will overcome evil and the
weak will beat the strong. These themes, or slight variations of these themes, are often transformed
and rendered new by authors using modern-day characters and situations because readers can
easily relate to these messages.
By drawing from previously written material, authors can rely on readers’ prior knowledge and
understandings of previously encountered themes, plots, and characters. Yet, they can also make the
material new by adjusting characters, events, details, descriptions, and themes for the benefit of their own
stories and to better connect with modern-day readers. Readers carefully analyze and describe how
authors render traditional literature for contemporary audiences.

read about in the synopsis?

Think about these questions as you analyze how modern works of fiction draw on myths, traditional
stories, or religious works.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Who are the characters in the text?
What are the main events in the text?
What is the theme of the text?
How does the text draw on character types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works?
How does the text draw on patterns of events from myths, traditional stories, or religious works?
How does the text draw on themes from myths, traditional stories, or religious works?
Why might the author draw from traditional literature in these ways?
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Unit 19

In the story of Joshua and the Battle of Jericho from the Holy Bible, God had promised the land of Canaan to the Israelites. In
order to take possession of the land, the Israelites were required to destroy the city of Jericho. However, Jericho was surrounded
by thick walls, making it almost impossible to penetrate. God put Joshua in charge of the mission. God instructed Joshua and the
Israelites to march around Jericho once a day for six days, allowing trumpets to blow but requiring the people to remain
completely silent. On the seventh day, the people marched around the city of Jericho seven times and on Joshua’s command,
shouted to the top of their voices. When the people shouted, the city walls broke apart and tumbled to the ground, allowing the
Israelites to take control of the city. As you read the modern work of fiction, consider how it draws on or changes the story from
the Bible.

The Promised Land
by Brenda Provenza

Read the text. Then answer the questions.
In the story of Joshua and the Battle of Jericho from the Holy Bible, God had promised the land of Canaan to
the Israelites. In order to take possession of the land, the Israelites were required to destroy the city of
Jericho. However, Jericho was surrounded by thick walls, making it almost impossible to penetrate. God put
Joshua in charge of the mission. God instructed Joshua and the Israelites to march around Jericho once a
day for six days, allowing trumpets to blow but requiring the people to remain completely silent. On the
seventh day, the people marched around the city of Jericho seven times and on Joshua’s command, shouted
to the top of their voices. When the people shouted, the city walls broke apart and tumbled to the ground,
allowing the Israelites to take control of the city. As you read the modern work of fiction below, consider how
it draws on or changes the story from the Bible.

Back in the days when Jerry Coburn was principal of New Canaan High School, he walked the three blocks to the school every
morning and back to his house in the evening. Usually both trips happened in the dark, regardless of the season. It would be a
mistake to say that New Canaan was his home away from home. His house on Destiny Drive was his home away from home.
His daily walks to the school had ended the year that both Jerry and New Canaan were retired. The word were was the important
one. The word were made it clear that both Jerry and New Canaan were passive rather than active participants in their retirements.
Jerry’s retirement was the ultimatum of a wife who had shared him with generations of students for long enough.
New Canaan’s retirement came by way of an edict from the Rush County commissioners. Jerry would never forget first reading the
notice: “Under the right of eminent domain, New Canaan High School at such and such address, and all structures in a four-block
radius, are scheduled to be demolished between such and such dates.” Eminent domain sounded awfully presumptuous, Jerry
thought, like it was the will of God Himself. But no. The land had been promised to a large manufacturing firm by mere mortals who
could not resist the promise that the firm would bring hundreds of jobs to the struggling county and offer STEM partnerships to the
county’s failing schools.
Now the day of New Canaan’s demolition had arrived, and Jerry was standing watch over the walls of the school for the last time.
It had taken only six days to prepare the building. Jerry had watched silently from morning to night as the demolition crew worked.
On day one they surveyed and marked the perimeter. On day two they set tall posts into the ground every ten feet. On days three
and four they put up chain-link fence that allowed Jerry to still see the building clearly—his office, the gym, the auditorium, the
freshman wing. Days five and six saw black construction cloth wrapped around the chain fence—not so much to keep out intruders
as to keep in dust and noise, he supposed. After that, what happened inside was kept secret from Jerry.
Now it was day seven, and whereas the area had been bustling with activity for six days, it was now deathly still. Josh
something—Jerry had met the young, muscular, commanding foreman before but couldn’t remember his last name—gave several
short blasts on an air horn.
Then an explosion, and a moment of precarious swaying, and the walls came tumbling down.

The Promised Land
by Brenda Provenza

Back in the days when Jerry Coburn was principal of New Canaan High School, he walked the three blocks
to the school every morning and back to his house in the evening. Usually both trips happened in the dark,
regardless of the season. It would be a mistake to say that New Canaan was his home away from home. His
house on Destiny Drive was his home away from home.
His daily walks to the school had ended the year that both Jerry and New Canaan were retired. The word
were was the important one. The word were made it clear that both Jerry and New Canaan were passive
rather than active participants in their retirement. Jerry’s retirement was the ultimatum of a wife who had
shared him with generations of students for long enough.
New Canaan’s retirement came by way of an edict from the Rush County commissioners. Jerry would never
forget first reading the notice: “Under the right of eminent domain, New Canaan High School at such and
such address, and all structures in a four-block radius, are scheduled to be demolished between such and
such dates.” Eminent domain sounded awfully presumptuous, Jerry thought, like it was the will of God
Himself. But no. The land had been promised to a large manufacturing firm by mere mortals who could not
resist the promise that the firm would bring hundreds of jobs to the struggling county and offer STEM
partnerships to the county’s failing schools.
Now the day of New Canaan’s demolition had arrived, and Jerry was standing watch over the walls of the
school for the last time.
It had taken only six days to prepare the building. Jerry had watched silently from morning to night as the
demolition crew worked. On day one they surveyed and marked the perimeter. On day two they set tall
posts into the ground every ten feet. On days three and four they put up chain-link fence that allowed Jerry
to still see the building clearly—his office, the gym, the auditorium, the freshman wing. Days five and six
saw black construction cloth wrapped around the chain fence—not so much to keep out intruders as to
keep in dust and noise, he supposed. After that, what happened inside was kept secret from Jerry.
Now it was day seven, and whereas the area had been bustling with activity for six days, it was now deathly
still. Josh something—Jerry had met the young, muscular, commanding foreman before but couldn’t
remember his last name—gave several short blasts on an air horn.
Then an explosion, and a moment of precarious swaying, and the walls came tumbling down.
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UNIT 19
Debrief the Items
CCSS: RL.8.9, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze

A. a promise is fulfilled.

Read the item stem.
Ask students to restate the question in their own words.

B. the walls fall down on the seventh day.

Have students read the answer choices.

C. many people are observing the events.

Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will think about the endings of “The Promised Land” and
Joshua and the Battle of Jericho and consider how they are similar.

•
•

Unit 19

1. A similarity between the conclusion of “The Promised Land” and the conclusion of the story of Joshua
and the Battle of Jericho is that in both

Question 1
•
•
•
•

Name: _________________________________

D. the setting is very quiet before a building is destroyed.

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.
Conﬁrm the answer is B and discuss this reason: In “The Promised Land,” the school is demolished on the seventh day and in
Joshua and the Battle of Jericho the walls of the city fall down on the seventh day.

Question 2
CCSS: RL.8.9, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze

•
•
•
•
•
•

Read the item stem.

2. How can Josh in “The Promised Land” be seen as an updated version of the character of Joshua?

Ask students to restate the question in their own words.
Have students read the answer choices.

A. As a young man, he is strong and muscular.

Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will think about how the characters have similar traits.

B. As an employee, he follows directions to destroy the high school.

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.
Conﬁrm the answer is C and discuss this reason: Josh is in charge of the people destroying the school just as Joshua is put in
charge by God to guide His people to destroy the city of Jericho.

Question 3

C. As the foreman, he is in charge of the people preparing the high school for demolition.
D. As a member of the construction crew, he has knowledge about the plans for the land on which the
high school sits.

CCSS: RL.8.9, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze

•
•
•

Read the item stem.

•

Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will read the answer choices to determine which one states

Ask students to restate the question in their own words.
Have students read the answer choices.

how Joshua and the Battle of Jericho is transformed.

•
•

3. Which describes how “The Promised Land” transforms the story of Joshua and the Battle of Jericho
from the Holy Bible?

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.
Conﬁrm the answer is A and discuss this reason: In the updated version of the story, New Canaan High School is destroyed,
rather than an entire city.

B. Rather than one person being in charge, several people are in charge.

Reflection

C. Instead of a character agreeing to a new job, a character retires from his job.

Read aloud the prompts. Have students debrief in the large group, in small groups, or with partners.
Reﬂection on My Learning
Why is it important to understand how authors of modern works of fiction draw on themes, patterns of events, or character types
from myths, traditional stories, or religious works? Students might answer that it is important because it will help them connect to
the texts and develop deeper understandings of how the modern works use familiar elements.
Reﬂection on Critical Thinking – Link and Strive
How did you use the critical thinking traits link and strive to analyze how this modern work draws on a theme, pattern of events,
or character type from a myth, traditional story, or religious work? Students might answer that they used the link trait to connect
their prior knowledge of myths, traditional stories, or religious works to the modern-day work and that they used the strive trait to
remain focused and determined while analyzing how the themes, patterns of events, or character types have been rendered new.
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A. Instead of a city wall being destroyed, a school is destroyed.
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D. Rather than walking to and from a location, a character walks around a location.
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Unit 19

Reflection on My Learning
Why is it important to understand how authors of modern works of fiction draw on themes,
patterns of events, or character types from myths, traditional stories, or religious works?

Reflection on Critical Thinking – Link and Strive
How did you use the critical thinking traits link and strive to analyze how this modern work draws
on a theme, pattern of events, or character type from a myth, traditional story, or religious work?
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UNIT 19
Building Background Knowledge

20 min.

Guide students to establish a purpose for reading the assigned unit text by completing this activity: Post the following questions:
Why is it important to have goals? Is it possible to go too far in pursuit of a goal? How might someone know if they have gone too
far? Allow students time to reflect and record responses to the questions and to debrief responses with partners. Invite students to
share responses with the large group, recording notable responses. After reading the unit text, revisit the notable responses and
invite students to confirm or adjust the responses based on new ideas gained from the text.
(CCSS: RL.8.9, SL.8.1, SL.8.1.A, SL.8.1.D, SL.8.6)

Vocabulary Mastery

10 min.

Preteach the Text-Specific Vocabulary words that might interfere with student comprehension of the unit text(s). Present the CCSS
Vocabulary during the instruction of the standards.

Text-Specific Vocabulary

CCSS Vocabulary

banter

pointedly

analyze

myth

demeanor

press conference

character type

pattern of events

disheveled

ramrod

describe

religious work

exhibition

reception

draw on

render

foisted

resplendent

fiction

theme

inexplicably

uncharacteristically

material

traditional story

intently

Vocabulary Activities

modern work

15 min.

Use the Vocabulary Activities to support student understanding of the Text-Specific and CCSS Vocabulary.

Activity: Find and Connect
Have students locate examples of CCSS vocabulary words within the classroom. Instruct students to write complete sentences that
explain the connections of the words to the examples (e.g., A contemporary text we have in our classroom library is Wonder by
R.J. Palacio.). Allow peers to comment on responses, drawing attention to connections that are creative, logical, humorous, and
meaningful.
(CCSS: L.8.4.A, L.8.4.B, L.8.4.C, L.8.4.D, L.8.6)

Activity: Three Things I Know
Have student pairs develop Three Things cards by recording individual Text-Specific or CCSS vocabulary words on front sides of
note cards and three things (e.g., meaning, how to use in sentence, form of word, synonym, antonym) they know about the words on
reverse sides. Instruct pairs to join other pairs of students to discover the likenesses and differences in the information about the
words. Following discussions, have students use print and digital sources to confirm accuracy of Three Things representations of
words.
(CCSS: L.8.4.A, L.8.4.B, L.8.4.C, L.8.4.D, L.8.6)
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UNIT 19
Read the Text (student edition pages 325-327)

30 min.

Name: _________________________________
Unit 19

Read the texts. Then answer the questions.

The text should be read more than one time and in different contexts.
(CCSS: RL.8.10)

Lexile Analysis

1080L

and 1040L

The Golden Touch

Items (student edition pages 328-333)

a retelling of a Greek myth

30 min.

Provide a variety of opportunities for students to respond to the items.

Long ago in the kingdom of Phrygia, lived the powerful but none too wise King Midas. King Midas loved but
two things upon this earth. One was gold and all things made of that glistening metal—from the dazzling
crown sitting heavy on his head to the heaps of shining coins piled high in his treasury. The other was his
lovely young daughter, Zoe, whose very name means life.

#

Answer

CCSS

DOK

RBT

1

D

RL.8.3

3

Analyze

2

D

L.8.4.A

2

Understand

3

A

RL.8.4

3

Analyze

4

C

RL.8.6

3

Analyze

5

B

RL.8.3

2

Analyze

6A

A

RL.8.2

3

Understand

6B

D

RL.8.2

3

Understand

7

A

L.8.4.A

2

Analyze

8

B

RL.8.1

3

Understand

9

C

RL.8.9

2

Analyze

10

C, E

RL.8.9

3

Analyze

11

C

RL.8.9

2

Analyze

“For your generosity, good king, you may ask anything of me, and your wish shall be granted.”

12

A

RL.8.9

3

Analyze

The king wasted no time in his response. “Gold . . . I wish that everything I touch should turn to gold.”

13

Answers may vary.

RL.8.9

2

Analyze

14

Answers may vary,

RL.8.9

3

Analyze

15

A

W.8.1.A

2

Apply

16

B

W.8.1.B

2

Apply

17

C

W.8.1.E

2

Apply

Reflection (student edition page 332)

On those rare occasions when he was not counting his money late into the evening, the king sat basking in
the warm golden sun of his garden. He smiled as he watched Zoe skipping from one bright patch to another,
gathering daffodils and buttercups to place on the dinner table. It was in this garden one afternoon that the
dark shadow of a ragged stranger fell across the happy scene.
“Mighty king, might you spare a crust of bread and a cup of wine for a hungry traveler?” rasped the
stranger.
“All that and more,” replied the king. “It is the custom of our land to treat any visitor like royalty.”
The stranger removed his heavy cloak, revealing his true identity: Dionysus, the god of feasting and
celebration.

Dionysus granted the king’s wish before gathering his cloak and sadly shaking his head as he left the
garden. The king never saw the god depart as he began to transform everything he touched, from the bench
he sat upon to the stone fountain across the path, all glittering with a newfound hue. He turned his eyes
toward the castle itself, overcome with a yearning to recast the huge stones into luminous bricks of gold.
“Papa?”
King Midas barely felt the brush of Zoe’s hand. He turned just in time to see the soft, pink flesh harden into
the radiant gleam of the most precious metal.

10 min.

Read aloud the Reflection prompts. Have students debrief in the large group, in small groups, or with partners.
Reflection on My Learning
How might analyzing modern works of fiction help readers understand how they draw on themes, patterns of events, or character
types from myths or traditional stories? These analyses allow readers to gather information about themes, plots, and character
types from historical settings or previous writings to determine how the elements inspire themes, plots, and characters in modern
works of fiction.
Reflection on Critical Thinking – Link and Strive
Why might it be important to consider authors’ uses of various elements from traditional stories in modern renderings?
Considering authors’ uses of elements from traditional stories helps readers understand authors’ perspectives on changes in setting,
the relative importance of certain events, and how specific characters may or may not contribute to modern stories.
How might making connections between traditional stories and modern renderings be helpful to understanding modern works of
fiction? Making connections between traditional stories and modern renderings helps readers understand the universal nature of
themes that remain constant even though settings, characters, or events in modern renderings may change.
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“Well I will be tomorrow.”

by Sarah Lacey

Three dots suggested he was responding, but then they disappeared.

Coach Aurum walked into the women’s basketball locker room resplendent in forest green jacket and
golden blouse, the colors of the California State Eagles. Twelve young women sat ramrod straight in their
chairs, some sweaty with disheveled hair, but none of them with even so much as a shoelace untied. The
game wasn’t over until Coach said it was over, and she said it was over only after she’d hit the high and
lowlights from the stat sheet and made sure everyone knew exactly what time the next practice started.
Tonight, after the Eagles had beaten an exhibition team from Canada by a score that tested the upper limits
of the scoreboard—on the Eagles’ side only—Coach uncharacteristically had more high than lowlights to
share.
“So you’ve got basically three days off. Tomorrow, Friday, and Saturday. Back for practice at 2:00 on
Sunday. Enjoy your break, ladies. Spend some time with your families.” She looked pointedly at each player.
“After Thanksgiving, you belong to me.”
She left the locker room with three assistant coaches in her wake. The team waited until the door shut
behind them, silently counted to ten making sure she was truly gone, then started to untie and kick off
shoes and shed uniforms. They moved at game speed, not wanting to waste a minute of their time off.
One floor up, Coach arrived at the post-game press conference. Her relaxed demeanor and easy banter
with the reporters suggested mutual respect . . . and a winning record. Press conferences were always
easier after a win and especially after a string of them to overranked opponents.
“Coach, what do you point to as the secret behind your 6-game winning streak?”
“The favor of the basketball gods,” the coach joked. “But seriously, we’re getting great leadership from
Tania Jones, who no one expected would be so strong after knee surgery last spring. And Nessa Washington
deciding to stay on after thinking she would transfer last year means 12 points a game we didn’t think we’d
have. Lots of things are going right for us.”

Thanksgiving became Christmas, then Valentine’s Day, then Easter, and the Eagles remained undefeated.
On the last day of March, Nessa Washington sank a pair of free throws after a questionable foul called
against their opponent with a single second on the clock. The Eagles were national champions.
After a short locker room celebration with the team, a barrage of questions from the press, a short plane
ride home, and the cheers of hundreds of fans who met the team at the airport, Coach finally pulled into her
own garage. She took the middle since her husband had taken his car and their son to his parents’ home for
their annual family reunion.
She entered the kitchen, lit only by a golden glow from the setting sun through large windows and was
surprised by how loudly her footsteps echoed in the quiet house. She wondered if the house felt this empty
to her husband and son when she was gone.
She was hungry, inexplicably hungry considering all the reception food foisted on her at the endless
celebrations. She pulled open the refrigerator. The inside light glinted off her championship medal, still
hanging from her neck. It was gaudily large, she thought, bigger than her fist. From somewhere her brain
spit out a piece of trivia she’d learned in biology class, that her heart was about the same size.
She looked inside—a carton of milk with an expiration date from three weeks ago, a stick of butter, half a
head of wilted lettuce—nothing to sustain a person.
She sat down at the table and pulled out the calendar on which she’d already started penciling in next
year’s practice and game dates. She circled three days off at Thanksgiving, Christmas Day, then erased the
circle and drew it wider—two, three, four days.
She texted her husband and son. “Next year is going to be different.” Then without waiting for their replies,
she added, “I’m going to be different.”

“Come on, Coach, don’t be modest,” Gerald Leary from the Journal, said. “No one could have predicted
you’d have the same kind of success here that you had coaching small college ball in North Carolina. But
you have. What’s your secret?”
“Focus,” the Coach said, turning her own focus intently on the reporter. “I want to win every game. Every
single game. And that means being focused on winning every single moment.”
Later, after all the staff had left her office, she sent a text home. “Going to break down film. Be home late.”
Her husband’s text came back quickly: “OK.”
Her son’s minutes later, “Can I go 2 J’s for lunch tmrw?”
“It’s Thanksgiving!”
“So?”
“So I’ll be home.”
“Ur never home”
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Use “The Golden Touch” to answer questions 1–4.

Use “All That Glitters” to answer questions 5–8.

1. Which line of dialogue introduces the story’s conflict?

5. The exchange of text messages between Coach Aurum and her son helps the reader understand the
son’s

A. “‘Mighty king, might you spare a crust of bread and a cup of wine for a hungry traveler?’ rasped the
stranger.”

A. lack of interest in eating a big meal on a major holiday.

B. “‘All that and more,’ replied the king. ‘It is the custom of our land to treat any visitor like royalty.’”

B. unhappiness that his mother spends so much time working.

C. “‘For your generosity, good king, you may ask anything of me, and your wish shall be granted.’”

C. desire to spend most of his time with his friends from school.

D. “‘Gold . . . I wish that everything I touch should turn to gold.’”

D. difficulty exhibiting the focus his mother demands from her players.

2. What does the word luminous mean in the sentence “He turned his eyes toward the castle itself,
overcome with a yearning to recast the huge stones into luminous bricks of gold”?
A. circular
B. delicate

6. This question has two parts. First answer part A. Then answer part B.
Part A
Which central idea does the author develop as the text progresses?

C. fiery
D. shining

A. Time spent with loved ones gives life meaning.
B. Sooner or later, every winning streak must end.

3. Read the sentence from the text.

C. A successful team cannot exist without a strong leader.
It was in this garden one afternoon that the dark shadow of a ragged stranger fell across the happy
scene.
What effect is created by the author’s choice of words in the sentence?

D. Some people perform best under high-stress conditions.
Part B
Which sentence from the text best supports the answer to part A?

B. a change in the story’s setting

A. “The game wasn’t over until Coach said it was over, and she said it was over only after she’d hit the
high and lowlights from the stat sheet and made sure everyone knew exactly what time the next
practice started.”

C. a flashback to an earlier time

B. “‘Coach, what do you point to as the secret behind your 6-game winning streak?’”

D. a reference to another text

C. “On the last day of March, Nessa Washington sank a pair of free throws after a questionable foul
called against their opponent with a single second on the clock.”

A. a shift in the mood of the story

4. In which sentence from the text is the reader offered a point of view different from the king’s?

D. “She wondered if the house felt this empty to her husband and son when she was gone.”

A. “He smiled as he watched Zoe skipping from one bright patch to another, gathering daffodils and
buttercups to place on the dinner table.”
B. “The stranger removed his heavy cloak, revealing his true identity: Dionysus, the god of feasting and
celebration.”
C. “Dionysus granted the king’s wish before gathering his cloak and sadly shaking his head as he left
the garden.”
D. “King Midas barely felt the brush of Zoe’s hand.”
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Use both “The Golden Touch” and “All That Glitters” to answer questions 9–12.

7. Read the sentence from the text.
Her relaxed demeanor and easy banter with the reporters suggested mutual respect . . . and a
winning record.

9. How can Coach Aurum in “All that Glitters” be seen as a modern version of King Midas?
A. She insists on excellence from everyone who surrounds her.

What does the word demeanor most likely mean?

B. She refuses to listen to others when they question her actions.

A. behavior

C. She is obsessively focused on something that cannot give her real happiness.

B. memory

D. She is greedy for the wealth that comes with winning a national championship.

C. outfit
D. timing
10. What are two ways that “All that Glitters” changes the events of "The Golden Touch”?
A. Coach Aurum acts without considering the future.
B. Coach Aurum feels satisfied with her life at first.
C. Coach Aurum does not directly harm her child.

8. Read the paragraph from the text.

D. Coach Aurum regrets her previous ambitions.

She sat down at the table and pulled out the calendar on which she’d already started penciling in
next year’s practice and game dates. She circled three days off at Thanksgiving, Christmas Day, then
erased the circle and drew it wider—two, three, four days.

E. Coach Aurum works hard to achieve success.

11. How does the plot of “All that Glitters” differ from the plot of “The Golden Touch”?

What can the reader infer about Coach Aurum from this paragraph?

A. Coach Aurum cares deeply for her child.

A. She takes pride in her organizational skills.

B. Coach Aurum wishes for unrealistic things.

B. She intends to work less during the coming year.

C. King Midas receives help from an outside source.

C. She does not expect to have an undefeated team next year.

D. King Midas becomes distracted by his own desires.

D. She feels games that take place on holidays are less important.

12. Which sentence from “All that Glitters” is directly inspired by an event in “The Golden Touch”?
A. “‘The favor of the basketball gods,’ the coach joked.”
B. “‘Come on, Coach, don’t be modest,’ Gerald Leary from the Journal, said.”
C. “Thanksgiving became Christmas, then Valentine’s Day, then Easter, and the Eagles remained
undefeated.”
D. “She sat down at the table and pulled out the calendar on which she’d already started penciling in
next year’s practice and game dates.”
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13. How does the theme of “All that Glitters” draw on the theme of “The Golden Touch”? Use details from
both texts to support your answer.

Name: _________________________________
Unit 19

Writing: Revising/Editing
Emily is writing an argument. Read the text and answer the questions.
Tortoises are one of the oldest living creatures on Earth. Scientists suspect that tortoises have roamed
the planet for more than 200 million years. That alone is reason enough to organize efforts to save them.
Factors that have contributed to the decline of tortoise populations in recent years include: habitat
destruction, climate change, exotic pet trade, and the exotic food industry.

14. How does the author’s use of a modern and realistic setting in “All that Glitters” alter the traditional
myth? Use details from both texts to support your answer.

Americans can support legislation in the United States to protect tortoise habitats and the climate. They
can contribute monetary donations to organizations that protect and support tortoise populations at
home and abroad. People can also pledge to never purchase exotic animals as pets and encourage
others, via word of mouth and social media platforms, to take that pledge, as well. Finally, individuals
can discourage the exotic food industry by refusing to purchase exotic foods at restaurants or
supermarkets.
11. Which sentences best address alternate claims and introduce the claim in the first paragraph?

Reflection on My Learning

A. Some fear that human intervention will be too little, too late. On the contrary, individuals can support
measures to protect tortoises from extinction.

How might analyzing modern works of fiction help understand how they draw on themes, patterns of
events, or character types from myths or traditional stories?

B. The oldest Galapagos tortoise on record is estimated to be 177 years old. The only animals reported
to have lived longer are an ocean quahog clam, at 507 years, and a Greenland shark, at 392 years.
C. In addition to the plight of the tortoise, other environmental concerns include acid rain and urban
sprawl. Individuals should conduct research to determine which concerns are most important to
them.

Reflection on Critical Thinking – Link and Strive
Link – I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.
Why might it be important to consider authors’ uses of various elements from traditional stories in
modern renderings?

D. While tortoises are definitely in need of human intervention, the Amur Leopard and the Black Rhino
top the World Wildlife Federation’s “critically” endangered species list. Support the World Wildlife
Federation.
12. Which sentence could be inserted after the underlined sentence in the second paragraph?
A. Some people prefer tortoises to traditional pets because they do not shed and are hypoallergenic.
B. Two such reputable organizations include the Asian Turtle Program and the Turtle Conservancy.
C. Countries most likely to serve exotic meats, such as tortoise, include China and Singapore.
D. The meat, skin, and innards of the Asian turtle are used to make soup.

Strive – I use effort and determination to focus on challenging tasks.
How might making connections between traditional stories and modern renderings be helpful to
understanding modern works of fiction?

13. Which best concludes this argument?
A. Participating in clean-up efforts of tortoise habitats is another helpful contribution.
B. Consumers who choose not to purchase exotic foods may also have a positive impact on local
growers.
C. These simple measures may ensure that tortoises continue to populate the Earth for centuries to
come.
D. In addition to these measures, consumers can also refuse to purchase tortoiseshell hair accessories
and brushes.
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UNIT 19
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.8.9
Activity: Drawing from Other Texts

15 min.

Direct pairs of students to search the Web for literary texts that are based on myths, traditional stories, or religious works. Have
students locate sources for the texts and read them cooperatively. After reading, instruct students to create three-column charts
labeled Themes, Patterns of Events, Character Types. Have students complete the charts by writing how the texts draw on themes
from myths, traditional stories, or religious works in Themes columns; how the texts draw on patterns of events from myths,
traditional stories, or religious works in Patterns of Events columns; and how the texts draw on character types from myths,
traditional stories, or religious works in Character Types columns. Invite students to debrief texts and their analyses with other pairs.
(CCSS: RL.8.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Modern Understanding

15 min.

Have student pairs read literary texts. Instruct pairs to create original graphic organizers to identify the themes, events, and character
types, as well as to indicate and explain how the literary text draws on elements from myths, traditional stories, and religious works.
Allow pairs to share their graphic organizers in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.8.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard W.8.1, W.8.1.A, W.8.1.B, W.8.1.E
W.8.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.
W.8.1.A Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.
W.8.1.B Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the topic or text.
W.8.1.E Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented.

Activity: Catch the Arguments

15 min.

Provide students with well-written arguments. Prepare five containers and label them: Arguments, Claims, Reasons and Evidence,
Sources, Concluding Statements. Instruct students to cut apart the arguments or write the sentences on separate pieces of paper.
Have students place the sentences in the appropriate containers. After sentences are sorted, invite students to pull sentences from
the containers and verify or correct the placements.
(CCSS: W.8.1.A, W.8.1.B, W.8.1.E, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Opposing Sides

15 min.

Post topics or issues that have opposing sides. In small groups, have students discuss the opposing sides of the topics/issues,
focusing on similarities and differences in stances and how the sides might be supported with logical reasoning and relevant
evidence. Have groups write collaborative and well-constructed essays for both sides of the topic/issues.
(CCSS: W.8.1.A, W.8.1.B, W.8.1.E, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)
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Listening (student edition page 334)

20 min.

Direct students to listen as you read aloud “Balancing Busyness.” Then instruct students to answer the questions about the
presentation. Debrief student responses and expect students to provide evidence for their responses.

Unit 19

Listening
Listen as your teacher reads aloud the presentation “Balancing Busyness.” Then answer the questions.
1. What does “Participating in extracurricular activities teaches teenagers discipline, responsibility,
teamwork, and respect” show?

Balancing Busyness

A. Extracurricular activities are essential.
Participating in extracurricular activities teaches teenagers discipline, responsibility, teamwork, and respect. These activities help
develop confidence and prepare teens for future careers. They allow teenagers to build quality friendships and to learn problemsolving skills. However, the need to “do it all” oftentimes results in teens becoming overextended, tired, and stressed.

B. Extracurricular activities have positive effects.
C. Extracurricular activities require time and effort.
D. Extracurricular activities are more important than academics.

In recent years, society has valued busyness by suggesting that people who are not busy are lazy. As a result, teens find themselves
in advanced classes, band, theater, sports, and an abundance of other activities. Their days begin with early morning practices and
end with late night homework—plus jam-packed schedules in-between.
Moving at this exhausting pace causes some teens to develop mental and physical health issues. Consequently, doctors are seeing
an increased number of teen patients with stress-induced symptoms, such as headaches, stomach cramps, depression, and
insomnia.

2. Which two sentences from the text provide evidence that being too busy can cause harm?

Therefore, it is important for teenagers to evaluate their commitments. Do the obligations offer a healthy blend of academics, social
interaction, physical activity, and downtime? If not, teens might find it beneficial to eliminate some commitments.

A. “These activities help develop confidence and prepare teens for future careers.”

In addition, teens should ensure they are not too busy to sleep and exercise. Research shows that teens who are sleep-deprived
and less active are more likely to be overweight, to face depression, and to suffer academically—all triggers of increased anxiety.

C. “Their days begin with early morning practices and end with late night homework—plus jam-packed
schedules in-between.”

B. “In recent years, society has valued busyness by suggesting that people who are not busy are lazy.”

D. “Moving at this exhausting pace causes some teens to develop mental and physical health issues.”

So, while being cognizant of the benefits of extracurricular activities, teens should be aware that busyness does not equal success.
Finding that perfect balance of downtime and productivity is key for living a busy and happy life.

#

Answer

CCSS

DOK

RBT

1

B

SL.8.3

3

Understand

2

D, E

SL.8.3

3

Understand

3

D

SL.8.2

3

Understand

E. “Consequently, doctors are seeing an increased number of teen patients with stress-induced
symptoms, such as headaches, stomach cramps, depression, and insomnia.”

3. What is the most likely reason the author made the presentation?
A. to explain the different activities that students can become involved in
B. to provide strategies for limiting the number of activities students participate in
C. to describe why extracurricular activities are essential for students’ future success
D. to warn students of the detrimental effects of becoming involved in too many activities
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Reflection on Critical Thinking (student edition page 335)

Unit 19
5 min.

Allow time for students to reflect on their application of the critical thinking traits during the unit.
During this unit, you used a variety of critical thinking traits. Which critical thinking trait did you use less than others? Explain how
you might use that critical thinking trait more in other units.
Student responses should include the identification of one critical thinking trait they used less than others during this unit with

Reflection on Critical Thinking
During this unit, you used a variety of critical thinking traits. Which critical thinking trait did you use less
than others?

an explanation of how that critical thinking trait might be used more in other units.

Literature Connection
Continue building student knowledge related to this unit by inviting students to self-select texts for independent reading, by reading
aloud texts, and by recommending titles as inquiry resources.

Explain how you might use that critical thinking trait more in other units.

Geno: In Pursuit of Perfection – Geno Auriemma and Jackie MacMullan
The McElderry Book of Greek Myths – Eric A. Kimmel
King Midas and the Golden Touch – Charlotte Craft AD 860L
My Shot: Balancing It All and Standing Tall – Elena Delle Donne 970L
The Final Four – Mary Schulte 920L
Geno Auriemma and the Connecticut Huskies – Thomas Carothers 920L
The Eyes of Kid Midas – Neal Shusterman 900L
Zeus: King of the Gods – George O’Conner GN 640L
D’Aulaires’ Book of Greek Myths – Ingri d’Aulaire and Edgar Parin d’Aulaire 1070L
Finding Perfect – Elly Swartz 550L
(CCSS: RL.8.10, RI.8.10)

Teacher Reflection
1.
2.
3.
4.

What activities best supported student learning and success?
What did I notice about students’ understanding of the Focus CCSS?
How can I revisit the unit Focus CCSS in future instruction?
How might I improve the instruction of this unit?
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Team ThinkUp! introduces the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™
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examples and cross-curricular activities teach students to apply
the 9 traits in context and reflect on their thinking.
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Use ThinkUp! Foundations

to guide educators in building a school-wide
thinking culture based on the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™


Integrate critical thinking across the curriculum with
suggested strategies and activities.

ThinkUp!™ Foundations
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Teacher
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